
Public Comment for Kiewit Noise Variance 2019 

1. Public comment received Monday July 15th, 2019 3:33p.m.

Hello, 

NO Noise Variance Request for Nighttime Work on I70. There is enough pollution, both noise and air, 
for the GSA neighborhoods. Enough is enough? 

2. Public comment received Tuesday July 16th, 2019 3:02p.m.

To whom it may concern: 

I am in support of the Noise Variance Renewal to complete the necessary work on I-70! 

Best regards, 

3. Public comment received Tuesday July 16th, 2019 2:12p.m.

To whom it may concern, 

I live right by the I-70 project, and though the construction can be inconvenient at times, I wanted to say 
that the noise has NOT been a problem for me. 

I fully support construction through the night, so we can wrap this project up as soon as possible.  Noise 
is not a problem for me or my neighbors, so I’d like you to please let the construction continue 
throughout the night, so we can enjoy our new and improved I-70 sooner rather than later. 

Thank you! 

4. Public comment received Tuesday July 16th, 2019 2:13p.m.

I vote to allow nighty work on I-70.  I work M-F in downtown Denver. Traffic is already a nightmare 
without lane closures due to road construction.   

5. Public comment received Wednesday July 17th, 2019 12:58p.m.

Please let Kiewet work after hours so that they can get the I70 project done without daytime closures!!! 

6. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord stated concerns about sidewalks and parking in alley.   Noise not 
mentioned. 

7. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord stated concerns about sidewalks and parking in alley.   Noise not 
mentioned. 

8. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019



Resident living on 47th and Gaylord stated concerns about traffic and detours.   Noise not mentioned. 

9. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord stated concerns about speeding and traffic on 47th and 48th.   Noise 
not mentioned. 

10. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord stated concerns about train noise, noisier train brakes. 

11. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord shared concerns about constant construction noise, resident works 
at night and can’t sleep during the day due to noise.    

12. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord had concerns about no sidewalks on 48th.   Noise not mentioned. 

13. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 47th and Gaylord stated concerns about calling 311 and that they say there is nothing 
they can do and no one is answering the hotline.   Noise not mentioned. 

14. Public comment shared at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 46th and York/Josephine shared concerns about trucks, parking, alley obstructions, 
child with asthma, popping noises from both day and night construction that wakes them up at 3-4 a.m., 
constant gas smell, and brown water coming from faucet    

15. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 46th and York/Josephine shared concerns about dust.  Noise not mentioned. 

16. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 46th and York/Josephine shared concerns about workers throwing trash.  Noise not 
mentioned. 

17. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 46th and York/Josephine stated concerns about soil testing, and that some residents 
didn’t get it.   Noise not mentioned.  



18. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 46th and York/Josephine stated concerns about air quality monitoring and where to 
access data.  Noise not mentioned.  

19. Public comment shared on behalf of a community member, who had canvassed GES
neighborhood, at I-70 community meeting on 7/2/2019

Resident living on 46th and York/Josephine stated concerns about someone who didn’t get windows 
offered because they were afraid to ask landlord because of immigration status.  Also shared that their 
child starting to develop asthma.   

20. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 46th and Race - concerns about asthma, hard to get on and off highway.  Noise not 
mentioned.  

21. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 47th and York said no immediate concerns about I-70 project, but said traffic is 
annoying, whole city is this way.   

22. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 47th and York said they did not have any concerns about I-70 project, they gave him all 
the home improvements that were promised.  Noise not mentioned. 

23. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 47th and York - concerns about traffic jams, late to work, should be fixing the big pot 
hole by the liquor store on 47th and Gaylord.  Noise not mentioned. 

24. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 48th and High - no concerns about project.  Noise not mentioned. 

25. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 46th and York - concerns about shootings, traffic, blocked streets, increased gang 
activity, wants the I-70 project and supports it, but son’s allergies are bad, smell of gas, wants to see 
more police patrolling because people are drag racing on highway and through neighborhood, fireworks, 
people driving the wrong way on one-way streets.    



26. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 46th and York - concerns about traffic.  Noise not mentioned. 

27. Public comment received from community canvassing conducted by UNMD RNO
president/community member, DDPHE staff, CDOT staff on 7/16/2019

Resident living on 46th and York - concerns about dust and noise during the day but said that it sounds 
like they quit making noise at night. Also had concerns about Denver Water – they did work in front of 
resident’s home and never finished repairing sidewalk. 

28. Public comment received Tuesday July 23rd, 2019 9:32a.m.

To Whom It May Concern: 

Not only is this I 70 project doomed to fail and waste literal billions on highway construction, you are set 
to ruin the sleep schedules of the community you are bulldozing. I am ashamed to be a Denver resident 
watching this project unfold, while you kick up contaminated dirt and push through a project no one but 
yourselves are excited to see. I wish someone in your office would take the time to learn how public 
transportation works in countries where it’s successful like the EU, but that would be too much work 
and too out of the box for our “leaders” here, because you HAVE to waste money on highways to pat 
yourself on the back for a faux job well done. You are ruining this city and we will never recover from 
your monumental mistakes. See you at the next hearing, you joke of professionals 

29. Public comment received Friday July 19th, 2019 on the comment line.

“Hi, I live off of 47th and Thompson. I have a noise complaint with everything on the noise from July 19th. 
There’s just loud explosions, so…”      The messages cuts off there. 

30. Public comment received Thursday July 25th, 2019 9:44p.m. through BEH e-mail.

My name is                        and I have been a resident of Denver for 20 plus years. I have reviewed the 
request for noise variance submitted by Kiewit for work on the I-70 construction project. I fully support the 
request for variance and hope and expect this review leads to the members ultimately deciding to 
approve this request. I trust you to be thorough and fair and ultimately grant this variance request.  

In an attempt to be brief and succinct I have bulleted my support points. I am sure you may receive many 
emotional and dramatic pleas which are not based on the actual request for noise variance and are thinly 
vailed attempts of just causing further delay. Please rise above the continued negative element who will 
complain and fight any and all steps to improve our city. Recognize that several of these submittals 
attempting to sway the review to deny the variance is an  attempt to create problems for the project as a 
whole. Please read through these and quickly separate and dismiss those parties with misguided 
motivations requesting a denial of the variance request based on the personal or non-civic minded 
purpose. 

1) This variance request is temporary for the period of construction - I lived adjacent to the runways of
O'Hare International for several year as a child - we had to pause conversations and could not hear
TV every time a plane flew over head (every 3 - 5 minutes, 24 hour a day) that was permanent and



yet we got accustomed to it and in fact learned to ignore it. I have no impact from this exposure - this 
was considerably louder and more intrusive the noise variance requested here. 

2) The existing traffic on I-70 with jack brakes, crashes, vehicles without proper mufflers create
disruptive noise also 24 hours a day for years and do not have limits of when they can use I-70

3) The Kiewit team has already accommodated so many above and beyond requests to meet multi
layered conditions to complete this project for the state of Colorado - adding additional burdens
because of a few temporary impacts is not in the best interests of the people of Denver and the State
of Colorado.

4) Kiewit has already been limited to their working hours to be the least disruptive time of day and
continues to listen to all real and relevant concerns, this request for noise variance allows them to
complete this critical project in a timely and effective manner.

5)Please consider my support as you review the request for variance and decide without condition to
approve the request for noise variance.

Thank you for your consideration and maintaining a very transparent and publicly involved process. I 
trust you will do the right thing. 

31. Public comment received Thursday July 25th, 2019 9:44p.m. through BEH e-mail.

 To Whom in May Concern: 

My name is                    and I have been living and or working in Denver since 1994. I have reviewed the 
request for noise variance submitted by Kiewit for work on the I-70 construction project. I fully support the 
request for variance.  This project is vital to sustained growth of the Denver Metro Area.    

 I understand that you are getting several pleas from emotional people who are not thinking clearly about 
the future of Denver.  I urge you to think about the great good and not be pushed by emotional and 
irrational voices.  

 Please consider my support for this request. 

 Thank you for your consideration and maintaining a very transparent and publicly involved process. I 
trust you will do the right thing. 

 Regards, 

32. Public comment received Tuesday July 30th, 2019 4:44pm. through BEH e-mail.

Good afternoon, 

I am a homeowner on the Swansea community that is being affected by the I-70 project. I will be 
attending the next in person meeting but would also like to stress my concerns via email. My husband 
and I are both full time employees with the City and County of Denver and are against this new 
proposal. Working full time jobs and having 3 out of our 4 children starting up school very soon I think it 
is curtail that we have our basic needs met, like getting enough sleep at night. Or being compensated 
with unlimited hotel vouchers just as the families of the I-25 project were.  

All the Best, 



33. Public comment received Wednesday July 31st, 2019 7:02am through BEH e-mail. 

Hello my name is Tyler Weston and I am a native to Colorado and I have watched this city transform into 
the beautiful place that is is today. 
 
I vote yes on the noise variance as it is a temporary solution to getting this project done quicker and the 
outcome will allow everyone to enjoy more beauty and efficient ways to travel. Holding up the process 
is nonsense because the highway already has uncontrollable trucks with loud exhaust, horns, jake 
brakes that cause this area to be loud all of the time anyway.  
 
I have a couple of large companies here in Denver Weston Landscape and Design inc  and Titan 
landscape materials inc and we run over 80 trucks in our fleet every day that run this stretch of highway. 
Getting this project complete in a timely manner will allow us to be so much more effective in the field 
rather than sitting in traffic. 
 
Kiewit is a top outstanding firm and its important to trust and allow them to do there work effectively 
and in a timely manner to get this project complete.  
 
That being said I trust you will make the right decision for our community by voting yes to the noise 
variance.  
 
Thank you  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 


